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Abstract

The economic climate that existed in Silicon Valley in the mid to late 1990's made prevalent the practice of receiving equity in a client in lieu of a legal fee, i.e. prospecting. This practice potentially impacts three of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct: 1.8(a), 1.7(b), and 1.5. None of these Rules gives the lawyer clear guidance in this situation. Because this arrangement has become an accepted alternative billing practice, this Comment proposes two amendments to the Model Rules to more clearly address the issues that arise when a lawyer accepts shares of stock in lieu of a legal fee.
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THE CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH AND THE MODEL RULES: 
DO THE PROSPECTORS HAVE SUFFICIENT GUIDANCE?

TONY GOODMAN*

Greed ... is good, greed is right, greed works, greed clarifies, cuts through, 
and captures the essence of the evolutionary spirit.¹

INTRODUCTION

Suppose that it's 1998 and Clarence Buckhauser is a partner in Bearden, 
Handler & Main, a ten-attorney law firm located in Silicon Valley in northern 
California. Bearden, Handler & Main primarily does corporate work for small 
companies. Halle Williams, an old friend of Clarence's from college, invited Clarence 
to lunch to discuss her new company, OldFlames.Com. OldFlames.Com, a company 
that locates ex-boyfriends and ex-girlfriends for its customers, was seeking legal 
representation. Halle offered to give Clarence's firm fifty thousand shares of 
OldFlames.Com if they agreed to represent her. Clarence discussed the idea with the 
rest of the partners and they agreed to represent OldFlames.Com in exchange for 
fifty thousand shares of stock. Six months later, the company's stock was trading at 
$20 a share, giving Bearden, Handler & Main a value of $1 million. It was the 
largest single pay off that the firm had ever received, and the other partners were 
overjoyed with Clarence's savvy business decision.

Clarence Buckhauser and Bearden, Handler, & Main were taking advantage of 
the relatively new concept of accepting equity in a client in lieu of legal fees. This 
phenomenon largely originated in the so-called "dot-com" market that centered 
around Silicon Valley in the mid to late 1990s. Because lawyers' conduct is governed 
by the Model Rules of Professional Conduct (Model Rules), a question arises as to 
whether taking equity in a client in lieu of legal fees implicates the Model Rules.

This Comment will discuss the ethical implications that arise when a lawyer 
acquires equity in a client as a form of legal fee. Part I.A discusses Rule 1.8 of the 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which governs business transactions between a 
lawyer and client. Part I.B explores Rule 1.7, which deals with conflicts of interests. 
Part I.C examines Rules 1.5, which provides guidelines for the reasonableness of the 
lawyer's fee. Part II.A discusses the entrepreneurial climate that existed in Silicon 
Valley to illustrate how the issue of equity as a form of legal fee arose. Part II.B 
considers criticisms of using equity in a client as a form of legal fee. Part II.C applies the 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct to the entrepreneurial climate. Part III 
proposes that the Model Rules be amended to address the situation in which a lawyer 
receives equity instead of a legal fee. Part III.A proposes that a comment be added to
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¹ WALL STREET (Twentieth Century Fox 1987). Wall Street is the story of a young and ambitious stockbroker who, while in search of new clients, is acquainted with a financial wizard with a genius for accumulating wealth. Id.
Model Rule 1.5 that notes that whether a fee is reasonable where a lawyer receives equity in a client is determined by the total value of that equity at the time of the IPO. Finally, Part III.B proposes that a comment be added to Rule 1.7 to permit the client to obtain an independent legal opinion on any matter that may give rise to a conflict of interest without disqualifying the lawyer.

1. APPLICABILITY OF THE MODEL RULES

Lawyers’ conduct is governed by the Model Rules of Professional Responsibility (Model Rules). The Model Rules do not prohibit lawyers from entering into business transactions with their clients. Rather, they merely establish guidelines to ensure that the transaction is fair and reasonable with respect to the lawyer’s interest. Therefore, the Model Rules would not prohibit the hypothetical firm of Bearden, Handler & Main from accepting shares of OldFlames.Com. Rather, the Model Rules would provide a framework for the transaction. Model Rules 1.8(a), 1.7(b), and 1.5 apply when lawyers wish to acquire equity interest in their clients.

A. Model Rule 1.8(a)

Under Model Rule 1.8(a), an attorney should not enter into a business transaction with a client unless:

(1) the transaction and terms . . . are fair and reasonable to the client and fully disclosed . . . in writing . . . in a manner which can be reasonably understood by the client;

(2) the client is given a reasonable opportunity to seek the advice of independent counsel . . . ; and

(3) the client consents [to the transaction] in writing . . . .

The focus of Model Rule 1.8 is to prevent a lawyer from overreaching in a situation where he or she would have a superior bargaining position or prevent a

---


3 See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.8 (2001) (providing that a lawyer is able to “enter into a business transaction with a client” if three conditions are met).

4 Debra Baker, Who Wants to be a Millionaire? A.B.A. J., Feb. 2000, at 36, 36; see also MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.8 cmt. (2001) (“As a general principle, all transactions between client and lawyer should be fair and reasonable to the client.”).


6 MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.8(a) (2001).
situation where he or she could “exert undue influence to secure favorable terms in a transaction.” Typically, courts place the burden upon the lawyer to prove that he or she did not take advantage of a fiduciary relationship with their client. Also, courts apply a strict scrutiny standard when a client challenges his or her attorney in court over the fairness of such a transaction. The applicability of Rule 1.8 does not depend on the facts of the case but “applies even when an unsophisticated attorney is dealing with a sophisticated client.”

The comments following Rule 1.8(a) state that the requirements do not apply to standard commercial transactions for products or services which the client generally markets to others. The comments note that in such instances the lawyer has no advantage over the client. There are critics who claim that investing in a client is not an ordinary business transaction, and that attorneys who are involved in such transactions with newly formed companies are put in a superior bargaining position because they can discern from the very beginning whether a particular client has the ability to become profitable.

Under Rule 1.8, business transactions with clients must be fair, with all terms and implications fully disclosed in a manner that the client would be able understand. This is important because it helps the client to understand the lawyer’s role. For example, a lawyer could vote at a shareholder meeting, and that such a vote could be the deciding vote. Thus, it is possible that the lawyer could gain a controlling interest of the company. An equally important consideration is the existence of conflicts that may be created for the lawyers. Those conflicts are potentially compounded as an investment and becomes a larger percentage of the lawyer’s portfolio.

Also, it is important that the information that the client receives is conveyed in a way that the client can understand, “without resorting to legalese.” Finally, it is

---

7 See Cohen, supra note 5, at 30.
8 See Sarah Helene Sharp, On Being a Bab or a Babbler: The Ethics and Propriety of Divulging Client Confidences, 11 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 79, 80 (1997) (“The obligation to maintain client confidences arises from the attorney’s role as fiduciary.”).
9 See Cohen, supra note 5, at 30.
10 See id. at § 8.11.3 (providing that full disclosure involves informing the client fully of things such as the nature and each of the terms of the transaction, the nature and extent of the lawyer’s interest, the ways in which a lawyer’s participation in the transaction might affect the lawyer’s exercise of professional judgment).
11 See id. at 32.
12 See id. at 32.
13 See id. at 36.
also essential that these types of disclosures be made in writing. 21 This is important because "it creates a document admissible in court, it allows the client to review the information at its leisure, and it gives the client something to take to a disinterested third party to examine." 22 Rule 1.8 also requires that clients be given a reasonable opportunity to seek the advice of independent counsel regarding the proposed transaction. 23

B. Model Rule 1.7(b)

Under Model Rule 1.7(b), "[a] lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation may be materially limited by the lawyer's own interests." 24 However, such representation is permitted when: "(1) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not be adversely affected; and (2) the client consents after consultation." 25

If a lawyer has a reasonable belief that the representation would be limited by his or her own interests, the lawyer should conclude that the client should not agree to the representation under the circumstances. 26 Therefore, the lawyer would refuse the representation irrespective of whether the client consents. 27

According to clause (2), there must be a "communication of information reasonably sufficient to permit the client to appreciate the significance of the matter in question." 28 The primary focus of Rule 1.7(b) is the attorney's duty of loyalty to his or her client. 29 Many commentators agree that this will always be the case where a lawyer owns shares in a client. 30 Where a lawyer has an equity interest in a client, and particularly where the lawyer is rendering an opinion on an issue that may affect the market for the client's stock, "theoretically, he or she would have an incentive to not be completely truthful or thorough when submitting disclosure

---

21 See WOLFRAM, supra note 11, at § 8.11.4. Wolfram provides that a full disclosure involves ensuring that the client fully understands: (1) the nature of the transaction and its terms; (2) the nature and extent of the lawyer's interest; (3) the ways the lawyer's professional judgment might be affected; (4) the desirability of the client's seeking independent legal advice; and (5) the nature of the respective risks and advantages to each party.

Id.

22 Id.

23 See id. (noting that there is authority for the proposition that the counsel need not necessarily be legal counsel).

24 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(b) (2001).

25 Id.; see also Cohen, supra note 5, at 34 (providing that whether the lawyer has a reasonable belief that the representation will be affected is determined by a an objective "disinterested lawyer" standard).

26 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(b) cmt. 5 (2001). Comment 5 to Model Rule 1.7 notes that a client may consent to the representation even where there is a conflict under Model Rule 1.7(a)(1). Id. The Comment then directs the lawyer to Model Rule 1.7(b)(1) which precludes the representation under those circumstances even if the client consents. Id.

27 Id.


29 See id. at 1.7 cmt. 1 ("Loyalty is an essential element in the lawyer's relationship to a client.").

30 Cohen, supra note 5, at 35.
documents or rendering third party opinions in situations where honesty or accuracy might result in a decline in the market value of the lawyer's shares.\(^3\)

In fact, Rule 1.7 (b) is applicable throughout the representation of a client, and not just at the commencement of the relationship.\(^3\) Therefore, where the lawyer has an equity interest in the client, the change in the value of the shares during the duration of the representation must be considered.\(^3\) In addition, changes to the lawyer's portfolio of assets is also a factor that must be considered at all times during the representation.\(^3\)

C. Model Rule 1.5

Under Model Rule 1.5, a lawyer's fee must be reasonable.\(^3\) Rule 1.5 lists eight criteria to assist in the determination of reasonableness:

1. the time and labor required, the ... difficulty of the questions involved, and the skill [necessary];

2. the likelihood ... that the acceptance of ... employment will preclude other employment ...;

3. the [customary] fee ... in the locality for similar legal services;

4. the amount involved and the results obtained;

5. ... time limitations ...;

6. the nature and length of the professional relationship ...;

7. the experience, reputation, and ability of [the attorney]; and

8. whether the fee is fixed or contingent.\(^3\)

Rule 1.5 requires that the value of the equity in a client that a lawyer receives in lieu of legal fees must be reasonable.\(^3\) However, valuation issues arise in the case

\(^3\) See id. (noting that this analysis "seems unreasonable in most circumstances").

\(^3\) MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7 cmt. 2 (2001) (providing that the lawyer should withdraw from the representation if facts that implicate the rule arise at any time during the representation).

\(^3\) Id.

\(^3\) MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.5 (2001).

\(^3\) Id.

\(^3\) Id.; see also Cohen, supra note 5, at 38.

\(^3\) A.A. GROPPELLI & EHSAN NIRBAKHIT, FINANCE: INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND MUCH MORE 51 (4th ed. 2000) (defining "valuation" as the measure of the value of money as it changes over time).
of securities, especially when stock in a privately held company is involved. Some commentators assert that Rule 1.5 is not violated even if the client's shares increase "astronomically." Therefore, if a client's securities should appreciate after the lawyer has accepted those securities in consideration of performing legal services, the ethical rules still would not be violated.

Comment 2 to Rule 1.5 states, "a lawyer may accept property in payment for services, such as the ownership in an enterprise, providing this does not involve acquisition of a proprietary interest in the cause of action or subject matter of the litigation contrary to Rule 1.8 (j)." However, critics could argue that taking stock in lieu of fees, at least as payment for representing a client, might constitute such a potential proprietary interest. This type of criticism resonated in economic climate of the 1990's.

II. STARTUPS, LEGAL FEES, AND THE MODEL RULES

A. Startups and Legal Fees

In the late 1990's the country experienced a prolific economic boom. This boom was due in part to the evolution and expansion of the Internet. In general, the Internet created a new market for three types of businesses. First, it created a market for companies who had previously only sold their products or services in brick and mortar stores. Second, it created a wave of new companies that were started...
for the specific purpose of selling goods and services on the Internet.\textsuperscript{66} Third, it generated a large need for companies to provide technical support and expertise with respect to the Internet.\textsuperscript{47} Many of these "start-up"\textsuperscript{48} companies in the computer services and products industry centered around Silicon Valley.\textsuperscript{49}

The public vigorously responded to the Internet market and, consequentially, start-up companies that were centered around the Internet popped up overnight. Because of the public response to the Internet, when the company would hold an initial public offering (IPO), investor response would often send the value of the stock skyrocketing.\textsuperscript{50} Start-up companies were often created by engineers and scientists who typically knew little about business practices.\textsuperscript{51} In addition, these companies initially had little capital with which to pay legal fees.\textsuperscript{52} Thus, the situation developed where a start-up would offer shares of stock in exchange for legal fees.\textsuperscript{53} In fact, it has been characterized as "practically standard operating procedure" for firms to take equity in their clients in Silicon Valley.\textsuperscript{54}

For example, the law firm of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati (Wilson Sonsini) represented a small California based computer company that was going public in


\textsuperscript{48}A start-up is a new business venture. \textit{Dictionary of Finance and Investment Terms} 432 (3rd ed. 1991). A start-up is the earliest stage at which a venture capital investor or investment pool will provide funds to an enterprise. \textit{Id}. These funds, also called seed money, are usually invested on the basis of a business plan detailing the background of the management group along with market and financial projections. \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{49}Before the economic boom, Silicon Valley was a largely agricultural place, "more famous for prunes than for computers" and Palo Alto, a small city outside of San Francisco, was home to a fair number of lawyers. Lawrence M. Friedman, et al., \textit{The Growth of Large Law Firms and its Effect on the Legal Profession and the Legal Education: Law, Lawyers, and Legal Practice in Silicon Valley: A Preliminary Report}, 64 IND. L.J. 555, 556 (1989). Although it wasn't as well known as San Francisco, Palo Alto quickly became a thriving legal center. \textit{Id}. In the 1920's, Sunnyvale, Menlo Park, and Mountain View each had one or two lawyers, San Jose and Redwood City had about twenty lawyers each, while the much smaller city of Palo Alto had fourteen. \textit{Id}. In the 1950's the number of lawyers grew to 50, then to 250 in the 1960's. \textit{Id}. Today Palo Alto has over 1,000 lawyers practicing within the city limits. \textit{Id}. With a population under 60,000, Palo Alto has "perhaps the highest ratio of lawyers to population anywhere in the United States outside Manhattan and perhaps Washington, D.C." \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{50}An initial public offering occurs when a company offers shares of its stock to the public for the first time. \textit{James D. Cox et al., Securities Regulation Cases and Materials} 211 (2d ed. 1997).

\textsuperscript{51}Friedman, \textit{supra} note 49, at 557 (noting that these owners required "access to elementary advice about such matters as record-keeping for tax and accounting purposes, and such basic legal services as the drafting of partnership agreements and secured financing documents").

\textsuperscript{52}Id. at 559.

\textsuperscript{53}Baker, \textit{supra} note 4, at 36. Because of the economic boom, Silicon Valley lawyers were required to expand their legal services to meet the needs of their high-tech clients. See Friedman, \textit{supra} note 49, at 556. Due to the type of clients they serve, these lawyers are considered to be highly specialized. \textit{Id}. "They can give 'full-service' advice because they know the industry and don't have to be educated constantly in every new client's problems at the client's expense." \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{54}Id. at 39.
Wilson Sonsini held over 102,000 shares of its client’s stock. At the end of trading on the day of the IPO, shares with an issue price of $30 closed at $239.25 per share, netting the firm a value of $24.5 million. Wilson Sonsini also held over 2 million shares of another client, an online grocer, when it went public. The firm’s portfolio increased over $51 million as a result of the client’s IPO. The firm also received equity in one of its clients, an Internet search engine. When this company went public, the value of the firm’s holdings increased by over $17 million.

The law firm of Cooley Godward had an equity interest in 20 of its 23 clients which had IPOs in 1999. After the bell sounded ending the day of trading in each of the 20 occurrences, the value of the Cooley Godward holdings exceeded $1 million.

One Silicon Valley law firm, the Venture Law Group, actively seeks out investment opportunities in its clients. The firm actually encourages its partners to take an equity interest in their clients. The firm handled IPOs for 17 clients in 1999, two of which increased the value of the firm’s holdings by more than $1 million after trading ended on the day of the IPO.

It was these types of profits that were available in the IPO market that drove an increasing number of law firms to take equity in lieu of legal fees in their soon-to-be-public clients.

---

55 See id. at 36 (providing that the company was VA Linux, a company that produces computer operating systems). The phrase “going public” refers to the IPO situation, where a company that is starting out or has been closely held, offers its shares for public sale.
56 Id.
57 Id.
58 See id. (providing that the firm owned stock in Webvan, a company that delivers groceries directly to customers’ homes).
59 Id.
60 See id. (reporting that the firm held 273,773 shares of Ask Jeeves, an internet search engine).
61 Id.
62 See id. at 37 (noting that some of the companies were Alteon WebSystems, MP3.com, and Nvidia).
63 Id. A bell signals the beginning and ending of trading each day on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). NYSE, at http://www.nyse.com (last visited Oct. 25, 2001). Use of the bell was introduced when continuous trading was instituted in the 1870s. Id. The NYSE originally used a Chinese Gong, but a brass bell has been used since the NYSE moved to its current location in 1903. Id.
64 See id. at 41 (quoting one of the firm’s founding partners, who provided: “[t]hink of [Venture Law Group] as a combination of a very good corporate/securities law firm, a consulting firm, a venture capital fund and an investment bank.”)
65 Id.
66 See id. (noting that the two clients of the firm that netted more than a $1 million increase in value were Foundry Networks and Etoys.com).
67 See Baker, supra note 4, at 36. Coincidentally, law firms took advantage of the opportunity to invest in their clients as a way to control attrition as many of those same clients often tempted the firms’ top legal talent to go to work for the client. Id. at 37.
The California Gold Rush and the Model Rules

B. Criticisms of Equity in a Client as a Form of Legal Fee

Firms that entered into these types of transactions asserted that they were merely capitalizing on a “technology revolution that had created a culture in which stock was considered an acceptable alternative to cash.”\textsuperscript{68} The practice of taking equity in clients is becoming more widespread. For example, in 1999, according to Securities and Exchange Commission records, one out of every three lawyers that represented the more than 500 companies that went public that year held stock in their clients at the time of the initial public offering.\textsuperscript{69} Critics feared that this IPO frenzy would eventually have the practice of law dictated by investment strategies.\textsuperscript{70} Their concern was that lawyers’ professional judgment would be impaired by the “lure of becoming a ‘.com’ millionaire.”\textsuperscript{71}

Historically, the legal profession has not been a proponent of lawyers holding equity interest in clients.\textsuperscript{72} The concern has been with conflicts between a lawyer’s own interests and the client’s interests.\textsuperscript{73} The ABA Business Law Section’s Committee on Lawyer Business Ethics prepared a report that examined the issues of professional liability and ethical implications that arise from this type of alternative billing arrangement.\textsuperscript{74} One of the findings of the report was that even when

\textsuperscript{68} Id. at 37. The author agrees that taking equity in a client does not violate the Model Rules. Rather, the author is more inclined to see the capitalist nature of the transaction. The Model Rules clearly find it suspicious when lawyers enter into business transactions with their clients. See WOLFRAM, supra note 10, at § 8.11.3. However, the truth is that such transactions benefit both the lawyers and their clients. Gwyneth E. McAlpine, Getting a Piece of the Action: Should Lawyers Be Allowed to Invest in Their Clients’ Stock? 47 UCLA L. REV. 549, 569 (1999). Essentially, the client will gain both the desired capital and also a strategic business partner. Id. In addition, the company will gain a business partner with apparent confidence in the venture because, like the client, the lawyer is also taking a risk. Id. The structure of the lawyer-client business transaction does in fact protect the client’s interests in such a way that the lawyer is not able to take advantage of the client. Id.

In return, the lawyer may receive a significant profit from the investment, which is particularly helpful in mitigating the risk that comes with representing start-up companies. Id. In a broader perspective, the success of this type of transaction would allow to accept a wider range of clients in the future, thereby, supporting the entrepreneurial spirit that has inspired the capitalists of America for centuries.

\textsuperscript{69} See id. (reporting on an ABA Journal analysis of Securities and Exchange Commission records). The article also reported that the SEC report showed that lawyers’ holdings in over 40 percent of the companies that were involved in IPOs during the study year were worth more than $1 million. Id.

\textsuperscript{70} See id. at 38 (noting that the majority of the firms that received stock in clients received the stock for free or, at worst, substantially below its value, thus few of these firms lost money on the transaction).

\textsuperscript{71} Id. The critics’ contention was that this impairment of judgment would place lawyers at a higher risk of liability claims. Id.

\textsuperscript{72} Id.

\textsuperscript{73} MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.7 (2001). Model Rule 1.7, discussed in Part I.B supra provides that “[a] lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation may be materially limited by the lawyer’s own interests.” Id.

\textsuperscript{74} Committee on Lawyer Business Ethics, Business and Ethics Implications of Alternative Billing Practices: Report on Alternative Billing Arrangements, 54 BUS. LAW. 175 (1998) [hereinafter ABA Report]. The ABA report also notes that, to the extent contingent fee arrangements are dependent on the success of the client, particularly where the lawyer explicitly agrees that he or she will not be paid, or will be paid much less, if the client’s venture does not succeed, they may be
precautions are taken, lawyers may still be at risk for being accused of self-dealing. The report notes that transactions where lawyer-client investment is involved typically carry a presumption that they are improper. When a lawyer goes into business with a client, he or she has a burden to establish both informed consent and transactional fairness. When law firms engage in these business transactions with their clients they face a potential “double whammy” if a client’s business is not successful. Not only can these types of transactions expose the lawyers to adverse financial affects, they can also increase their risk of exposure to liability. Most importantly, the lawyers who take stock in lieu of their fees may create situations that can become even more problematic because then they are more dependent on the success of the venture.

The critics have even expressed the concern that if the acquiring of equity interest in the client turns out to be less than profitable, then the lawyer has undertaken additional risk without reward. If the investment turns out to be profitable, the client may believe that the lawyer has taken advantage of the client by receiving compensation that is “unreasonably high for the services rendered.” The critics even assume that a lawyer’s advice to his client with respect to the investment “is always suspect because the client does not know whose interest the lawyer serves.”

C. Applying the Model Rules

The actual guidelines for lawyers who invest in their clients are Rules 1.7(b) and 1.8(a) discussed above. Rules 1.7(b) and 1.8(a) warn against taking interest that may be adverse to a client, but they do not prohibit a lawyer from engaging in a business transaction with a client. These rules simply establish a guideline to ensure that the interest is both fair and reasonable and done with a client’s full knowledge.

The operation of Rule 1.7(b) is illustrated in the case In re Twohey, which involved an attorney who was charged with violation of the rule by the Attorney

viewed as investing in that client. Id. If this is an accurate comparison, critics believe that it is important to note that acquiring a stock or other investment interests in a client in lieu of payment “raises very specific ethical concerns.” Id.

See id. (concluding that the increased use of alternative billing arrangements in place of the traditional hourly billing “adds new dimensions to the attorney-client relationship”).


See id. (noting that this area of the law is very much in flux).

Baker, supra note 4, at 39.

See id. (reporting that, according to SEC records, the five law firms with the most 1999 client initial public offerings were all based in the Silicon Valley region).

See ABA Report, supra note 74. The problems of the venture failing are multiplied for small law firms. Baker, supra note 4, at 39. While a large law firm may be better able to absorb the lost billings that result from such a representation, the effects could be devastating for a small firm. Id.

Id.

Id.

See id. (reporting that, according to SEC records, the five law firms with the most 1999 client initial public offerings were all based in the Silicon Valley region).

See ABA Report, supra note 74. The problems of the venture failing are multiplied for small law firms. Baker, supra note 4, at 39. While a large law firm may be better able to absorb the lost billings that result from such a representation, the effects could be devastating for a small firm. Id.
Registration and Disciplinary Commission. The attorney advised one client to purchase stock in another client, a company that was in the sand processing business. The sand processing company eventually went bankrupt and the client lost her entire investment. The court found that the attorney failed to disclose to the client that the company was heavily indebted. Thus, the court held that the attorney had violated Rule 1.7(b) by not fully disclosing the fact that the attorney's responsibilities were limited by his own interest. In addition, the attorney did not meet the Rule's requirement that the client consent in writing to the representation.

When the hypothetical firm of Bearden, Handler & Main decided to accept equity in OldFlames.Com, their conduct will be measured against Rule 1.7(b). In this transaction, Clarence and his partners will be in compliance with the Model Rules if their representation was not materially limited by their own interest. Under Rule 1.7(b), if Clarence's representation would be limited by his own interests, Clarence must then decline representation or else meet two additional requirements: he must reasonably believe that such representation will not be adversely affected and Halle and OldFlames.Com must consent to the representation after consultation.

When a lawyer acquires equity in a client in lieu of or in addition to fees, that lawyer has entered into a business transaction with that client and, therefore, is subject to the requirements of Model Rule 1.8(a). Rule 1.8(a) also does not prohibit an attorney from taking an equity interest in a client but merely provides a framework to assure that the transaction is fair and reasonable. The operation of Rule 1.8(a) is illustrated in Passante v. McWilliams, which involved the California equivalent of that Rule. In Passante, a lawyer acquired a 3% interest in a company that produced baseball cards with holograms which precluded the cards from being

---

86 Id. at 1030.
87 See id. at 1033 (noting that the client that had invested in the sand company received 5% of the stock in return).
88 Id. at 1030.
89 Id.
90 Id. at 1033. The ARDC recommended that the attorney be suspended from the practice of law for one year but did not require the attorney to pay restitution to the client. Id. The Illinois Supreme Court affirmed on the restitution issue but held that the attorney should only be suspended from the practice of law for six months. Id.
92 Id.
93 Id.
94 Id.; see also Kahr & Jacomo, supra note 91.
95 MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT RULE 1.8 (2000). Comment 1 to Model Rule 1.8 provides that "as a general principle, all transactions between client and lawyer should be fair and reasonable to the client." Id. at cmt. 1.
96 62 Cal. Rptr. 2d 298 (Cal. Ct. App. 1997). The case involved Rule 3-300 of the California Rules of Professional Conduct. Id. at 302. Rule 3-300 prohibits "members from entering 'a business transaction with a client' without first advising the client 'in writing that the client may seek the advice of an independent lawyer of the client's choice.'" Id.
counterfeited. The company, which had lacked the financial means to start producing the cards prior to the lawyer's investment, eventually found success with the new cards. The company reneged on its offer of stock and the lawyer sued to collect. The court held that it was improper for the company to have reneged on the stock offer. However, the court found that the lawyer had failed to advise the company "of the need for independent counsel in connection with its promise." Thus the jury verdict of $33 million was disallowed by the trial court and the lawyer was not able to recover due to his ethics violation.

With respect to the hypothetical firm and the transaction between Clarence and Halle, when Bearden, Handler & Main agreed to accept equity in OldFlames.Com in lieu of legal fees, their conduct will be subject to the requirements of Model Rule 1.8(a). As long as Clarence engaged Halle in a transaction that was fair and reasonable, that he fully disclosed and explained all of the terms to Halle, that the transaction was specified in writing, and that Clarence allowed Halle to seek other counsel, Clarence would be in compliance the Rule 1.8(a).

While construing whether Rule 1.8(a)'s first requirement of fairness and reasonableness to the client has been satisfied, Clarence must also consider the provisions of Rule 1.5. Rule 1.5, described above, required generally that a lawyer's fee be reasonable. ABA Opinion 418 provides that Rule 1.5 must also be evaluated in discerning whether the equity transaction between Clarence and Halle is fair and reasonable. Clarence must properly weigh these provisions in bartering his legal services for Halle's shares because if there were a disciplinary hearing Clarence would bear the burden of persuasion in demonstrating that the transaction was indeed fair and reasonable. If Clarence failed to comply with the fair and reasonable standard, the equity transfer may be invalidated as it was in Passante.

---

97 See id. at 299 ("As someone once said, if you build it they will come. And by the same token, if you make a baseball card that can't be counterfeited, they will buy it. Which brings us to the case at hand.").
98 Id. at 302.
99 Id. at 301.
100 Id.; see also Kahrl & Jacono, supra note 91.
101 MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT RULE 1.8 (2000).
102 See ABA Comm. On Ethics and Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 418 (2000) [hereinafter ABA Opinion 418] (providing that Model Rule 1.5 is relevant to determining whether the Model Rule 1.8 requirement that the terms of the transaction be fair and reasonable to the client).
103 MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT RULE 1.8(a) (2000). The three basic requirements of Model Rule 1.8 are that the terms of the transaction are presented in such a fashion that the client can reasonably understand them, that the client have the opportunity to seek advice of other legal counsel, and that the client consent in writing. Id.
104 ABA Opinion 418, supra note 102.
105 See id. (noting that this burden is on the lawyer "once proof has been introduced that the lawyer entered into a business transaction with a client").
106 See Passante, 62 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 303 (holding that the promise of stock in return for arranging the funding for the venture was "to use a phrase usually associated with life insurance contracts, an inchoate gift" that was legally unenforceable).
III. A PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE MODEL RULES

There is an inherent tension in the idea of a lawyer accepting an ownership interest in a client as a form of legal fee. On the one hand, if the acquiring of an equity interest in the client turns out to be less than profitable, then the lawyer has undertaken additional risk without reward. On the other hand, if the investment turns out to be profitable, the client may believe that the lawyer has taken advantage of the client by receiving compensation that is "unreasonably high for the services rendered." This latter condition has been criticized because the lawyer's advice to his client with respect to the investment is seen as "suspect because the client does not know whose interest the lawyer serves."

When taking an ownership interest in a client, particularly in the environment described above that existed in Silicon Valley in the last decade, one of the biggest challenges for lawyers lies in providing independent, unbiased advice and to avoid the temptation to "simply rush ahead toward the riches that will certainly follow the IPO." Because of the legal and economic climate of the late 1990's, where new start-up companies needed legal advice but lacked sufficient funding to pay for legal fees, the scenario where a lawyer's fee includes equity in the client has become an accepted alternative billing practice.

When the hypothetical law firm of Bearden, Handler & Main decides to accept shares of OldFlames.Com in return for legal services, its conduct potentially implicates three of the Model Rules. As discussed above, these Rules are 1.8(a), 1.7(b) and 1.5. Because this practice is a relatively new phenomenon that was not necessarily widespread in the past, coupled with the fact that the attorney faced with the situation must comply with three rules, this Comment submits that the current Model Rules do not adequately address this situation. Because a lawyer receiving equity in lieu of a legal fee has become an accepted alternative billing practice that surely will continue to be prevalent, this Comment proposes an amendment to the Model Rules that specifically addresses the situation.

A. Using the IPO Price

Any amendment to the Model Rules should address Model Rule 1.8's requirement that the transaction be fair and reasonable to the client. The Rule 1.5...
requirement that a lawyer’s fee shall be reasonable in light of all the circumstances, must also be addressed by any amendment.\textsuperscript{114}

Where the lawyer accepts equity in a client in lieu of a legal fee, whether the transaction is fair and reasonable to the client according to Rule 1.8 is ultimately based on the value of the shares. This is due to the fact that the value of the shares is, in actuality, the legal fee, the reasonableness of which is governed by Rule 1.5. In the IPO setting, if the public response to the offering turns out to not be profitable, then the lawyer’s fee is unreasonably low.\textsuperscript{115} In contrast, if the response to the IPO is favorable and the investment turns out to be profitable, the lawyer’s fee is unreasonably high and may violate Rule 1.5.\textsuperscript{116} Thus, the intersection of Rules 1.8(a) and 1.5 may pose a problem for the lawyer handling the IPO.

Under Rule 1.8, the client is afforded the opportunity to seek the advice of independent counsel to determine if the transaction is fair and reasonable.\textsuperscript{117} At the time when the client would seek this advice, the amount of the legal fee has not yet been determined. This is due to the fact that the shares of stock offered in lieu of a legal fee have not been valued. Thus, there is no basis on which to determine if the legal fee is reasonable under Rule 1.5 and therefore fair and reasonable to the client under Rule 1.8.\textsuperscript{118}

This Comment proposes that the reasonableness of the legal fee be determined by the price per share set for the IPO. The price per share determination is typically made by an investment banker.\textsuperscript{119} The expertise of an investment banker is far superior to that of an independent counsel looking at the transaction prior to the IPO or that of a disciplinary board determining if the legal fee was reasonable after the fact.

Had OldFlames.Com sought an independent legal opinion prior to offering equity to Clarence and his firm under Rule 1.8, the IPO price would provide a definitive answer. For example, if the IPO price were set by the investment banker at $7 per share and the 50,000 shares would translate into a $350,000 legal fee. The independent counsel would then offer an opinion as to whether this fee was reasonable under Rule 1.5 and thus fair and reasonable under Rule 1.8. The fact that the hypothetical firm ended up with a $1 million legal fee would be of no consequence under the proposed amendment made by this Comment. This Comment proposes that a comment be added to Model Rule 1.5 that notes that whether a fee is reasonable where a lawyer receives equity in a client is determined by the total value of that equity at the time of the IPO.

\textsuperscript{114} See \textit{Model Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.5} (2000) ("A lawyer’s fee shall be reasonable.").

\textsuperscript{115} See \textit{ABA Report, supra} note 74.

\textsuperscript{116} See \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{117} See \textit{Model Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.8(a)} (2000).

\textsuperscript{118} See \textit{Cox et al., supra} note 50, at X (providing that an investment banker is called in to value the shares of a company before the IPO).

\textsuperscript{119} See \textit{id.}
B. Seeking An Independent Legal Opinion

The amendment should also provide guidelines for a lawyer who, because of his interest in the company, may at times see a conflict between his interest and that of the client in violation of Rule 1.7. Rule 1.7(b) concerns the potential conflict between the lawyer's and client's respective interests in the transaction and is applicable throughout the duration of the transaction.\textsuperscript{120} Thus, if a conflict arises after the representation has been undertaken, the lawyer must withdraw according to Rule 1.7.\textsuperscript{121}

This presents an issue where the lawyer has an equity interest in the client and is rendering a legal opinion that could affect the price per share of the client's stock. In that instance, the lawyer's interest may be adverse to the client's interest. If the lawyer's investment in the client becomes significantly more valuable the conflict is accentuated. In addition, if the equity in the client is a significant proportion of the lawyer's investment portfolio, there is potential conflict.\textsuperscript{122}

Because Rule 1.7 is applicable throughout the representation, the lawyer may be forced to withdraw. This presents a problem as a practical matter, particularly if the lawyer and client have a long-term lawyer-client relationship. This Comment proposes that a comment be added to Rule 1.7 to permit the client to obtain an independent legal opinion on any matter that may give rise to a conflict of interest without disqualifying the lawyer.

IV. CONCLUSION

The economic climate has changed from gold rush that existed in Silicon Valley in the mid to late 1990's. However, the gold rush gave rise to the practice of prospecting, that is, receiving equity in lieu of a legal fee has become an accepted alternative billing practice. As we live in a capitalist society, new companies that often lack the funds to pay legal fees open their doors every day. Thus, the hypothetical scenario involving Bearden, Handler & Main and OldFlames.Com will surely be repeated. Because this practice is a relatively new phenomenon, the Model Rules of Professional Conduct do not adequately address it.

Accordingly, a comment should be added to Model Rule 1.5 that provides that the reasonableness of the lawyer's fee in a case where the lawyer received equity is determined by the offer price of the stock in the IPO. In addition, a comment should be added to Model Rule 1.7 that allows a lawyer to seek an independent legal opinion in a case where the lawyer would have been conflicted out of the representation. Given what has been termed a “nebulous nature of the standards of prudence in this area of law,”\textsuperscript{123} both of these proposed comments will provide the prospectors the guidance they require.

\textsuperscript{120} See Model Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.7(b) (2000).
\textsuperscript{121} Id.
\textsuperscript{122} See Cohen, supra note 5, at 36.
\textsuperscript{123} Kahrl & Jacono, supra note 91. Kahrl & Jacono focus on the narrow situation where an attorney is required to make certain disclosures with respect to intellectual property rights on the draft offering statement on his desk that accompanies setting up the initial public offering. Id.